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Abstract 
 

Memories of homeland haunt the spaces of exilic writing. The space between the old and 
the new seems non-negotiable to a migrant, who struggles to construct a room of his/her 
own with the hues from both the ends. My Name is Salma is one such novel by the Arab-
British writer FadiaFaqir that attempts to bridge the wide crevice between Hima and 
Exeter created due to Salma’s migration to the West. Taking cue from Rushdie’s 
Imaginary Homelands and AvtarBrah’s ‘mythic home’ this paper suggests that Faqir’s 
extensive embroidery fills the colourless patches of desolation in Salma’s life, with 
frequent memories of her past, especially that of Layla. Salma assimilates the foreign 
culture and transforms to Sally Asher. The adoption of a new identity effaces the marks 
of her guilty past except the thought of her daughter, Layla, who was taken away the 
moment the umbilical cord was severed. In this novel the homeland does not remain 
imaginary, as Salma decides to go back to realize her motherhood. However, her return 
refills the geographical distance, but her motherhood remains imaginary because she only 
finds the mound of her dead daughter. The paper concludes that the defeat of motherhood 
in the hands of unchanging tribal delinquencies only reiterates that an Arab migrant 
woman remains captured within the oppressive, unchanged reality.  She lives in an 
imaginary present interrupted by shots of memories and is however unsuccessful in her 
attempts to mediate between the two ends. In the case of Salma, the practice of honour 
killing becomes a tool to substantiate this reality.  
Key words – ‘imaginary homelands’, nostalgia, motherhood, honour crime 

  

“[The] emergent canon of postcolonial-literature-as-world-literature privileges texts written in 

English and French at the expense of ... non-European languages. It also inscribes “writing 

back,” diaspora, migrancy, border-crossings, in-betweenness, and hybridity as the defining 

features of the postcolonial condition” (Hassan 60). The earliest of English writings from the 

Arab writers dates back to early 19th century by AmeenRihani, George Antonius and Edward 

Atiyah who produced a disparate corpus of writings, although they had minimal influence on 

London or The New York audience. But the post-colonial English writing from the Arab world 
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was received with great interest due to several reasons. The Arab countries were the recipients of 

the global wrath against terrorism. Islam was equated with terrorism and the Arabs settled in the 

West faced a lot of prejudice and discrimination owing to their nationality and origin. Hence, the 

Arab writers who came forward to write their own stories were encouraged by the publishers in 

the West. FadiaFaqir is a contemporary writer in English of Arab origin. She was born in 

Amman, Jordan. She was partly brought up with the Bedouins and hence, their simple, 

harmonious, noble way of living often fills the pages of her novels. FadiaFaqir is settled in 

Durham and teaches Creative Writing in Durham University. She has three novels to her credit. 

Faqir’s first novel Nisanit (1988) was published by Penguin. It gained popularity due its 

impressive portrayal of the Palestine at the clutches of Israeli occupation and colonial rule 

balanced by an emotional interplay of romance and familial relationships. Her second attempt at 

reconfiguring her Bedouin connections was through Pillars of Salt (1996). At its best, it 

incorporates the story-telling tradition to blend the sufferings of a woman nationalist who is 

crushed under patriarchy and the Euro-centric fantasies of her brother with that of another 

woman who is again a victim of polygamy and patriarchy. The novel has a tragic end with both 

the women declared mad and sent to a madhouse where they relive their memories through 

which the story unfolds. This novel is definitely a progress in terms of style, narration and 

diction. Faqir’s third novel My Name is Salma (2007) has gained widespread international 

popularity and has been translated into thirteen languages. This paper would attempt to read this 

novel for the notion of ‘home’ that Salma, the protagonist, carries within herself. The paper 

reiterates that although in the novel, the homeland does not remain imaginary to Salma, her urge 

to see her daughter is unfulfilled because she finally becomes a victim of honour killing. 

 My Nameis Salma represents the conflict of integration, assimilation, racism and the 

settlement experience of a helpless Bedouin woman in the West.FadiaFaqir’s third novel,My 

Name is Salma  narrates the story of the protagonist, Salma, who gets pregnant before marriage, 

is abandoned by the impregnator, is threatened to be shot by her brother, and so is forced into the 

Levant prison for her own protection. Her new born baby is snatched away. She is moved out of 

the desert through a Christian missionary and is sent to Exeter with Ms. Asher. As an asylum-

seeker, in the middle of grand English city, she feels thrown apart from her own Bedouin self, 
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trying to rebuild her life in a completely alien society. Beginning from the change of her name to 

Sally Asher from Salma Ibrahim al-Musa, her fully covered clothing to tights, short skirts, high-

heeled shoes, sleeveless shirts and a heavy eye make-up, she was expected to change or she 

would not be able to get a decent job or an accommodation. She gets a tailors job and also works 

in the pub in the late evenings. Max, her employer tailor was always critical of the immigrants 

especially the Arabs and the Japanese. He blamed them for snatching away economic 

opportunities from natives like him and thought that they seemed to prosper better than the 

natives. However, Salma had her share of his wrath quite often at the workplace. Allan, the 

Manager of the Bar she worked for, was initially critical of her appearance and manners. The 

moment Salma changed to appear as Ms.Sally Asher, he followed her as though “[she] had 

stopped being an incomprehensible foreigner and had become a woman, a body neither white nor 

olive-skinned nor black” (Faqir 179). It is this chameleon’s disguise that Wail S Hassan writes 

as, “the exotic features are tempered by genteel, cosmopolitan dress and mannerisms … the 

authentic Oriental is expertly disguised with chameleon-like ease” (Journal 67).Her encounter 

with Jim in a party leads to a fleeting mutual attraction and ends up in a night’s togetherness. 

Salma is surprised at her own guiltless conscience and realizes the effect of the foreign culture. 

Her half insane landlady, a symbol of Imperial England, who always lived in her past, had a 

condescending attitude towards Salma which is seen in a wild encounter where Liz beats up 

Salma with whip and says, “Slaves must never breathe English air” (Faqir 211). But Salma takes 

extreme care of her landlady although she fears her mood swings. Although difficult to make her 

ends meet, she manages to enroll for higher studies and finally marries her own tutor, Dr. 

Robson, a northerner, who also feels a sense of loss and half-existence away from his native. 

Salma struggles socially and economically as an immigrant and all through she is mentally 

tortured by her lost motherhood. Deep in her heart the cries of her baby daughter still echoes. 

When she could bear them no longer, she goes back to her village to find Layla and is finally 

shot down by her brother near the small mound of her daughter’s dead body. “It is important to 

note that Faqiris Salma is partly about honour crimes but mainly about the immigrant experience 

in Britain today. Salma is torn between her past, in the idyllic rural village, and her present in 

England; between the Arab and English cultures. She is lonely and linguistically and culturally 

unprepared to face the West” says FadiaFaqir who declares herself as a “cross-cultural, 
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transnational writer par excellence” in an interview to Rachel Bower (8-9).  Steiner comments in 

her study, “What the narratives bring across very clearly, however, are instances where the 

migrants, despite their efforts to construct transnational identities, are severely marginalized” 

(11) 

 The spatial movement from Hima to Exeter has resulted in the loss of home, family 

especially, her daughter Layla. Although her new family with Dr. Robson and Imran gives her a 

new identity, a sudden desire to visit Layla creeps into her being. Salma feels the pain of 

separation from Hima, its beautiful hills, silver-green olive groves, her sheep and her own tribe. 

Often she gratified her senses by sniffing the aroma of “falafel being crushed in warm pitta bread 

and the pungent smell of chickpeas, parsley and coriander” (Faqir34) coming from the kebab van 

and she would proudly say, “The smell of rich food fried was mine” (Faqir33). A sense of 

solidarity is evident when Salma is proud to associate with anything that was Arab. Apart from 

the tit-bits she had acquired in the new land, Salma owned a chest of treasures from her past 

which were her only source of strength. It was a red silk Chinese box which contained “a return 

rail ticket to Exeter, [her] mother’s letter, a lock of Layla’s hair, Noura’s mother-of-pearl hair 

combs, the bottle of perfume, the Mary Quant lipstick from Madam Lamaa and Francoise’s 

turquoise silver necklace” (Faqir312). She cherished many native Arab traits and hated the 

English for being unclean in many ways. Memories of Sage tea, silk, honey and jasmine fill her 

mind with warmth and happiness. She believed to keep in touch with her past through her letters 

to Noura, her Arab friend in Hima jail. Salma poured out her feelings of separation, her love for 

her family at Hima, her stories of joy and poverty, new ventures and disappointments in the new 

land and would seal it and post it without an address on the envelope. Salma knew she could 

never reach out to her own people in the old land as she did not know theirwhereabouts. These 

remained the unposted scribbles permissible within the geographical and temporal space 

afforded by exile revealing “the levitation desired and the privation actually suffered [by] the 

inhabitants of shifting borders and geographies” (Seyhan 148). 

 Salma El Ibrahim Musa was forced to change to Sally Asherfor reasons related to 

immigration. Ms.Asher had adopted her and so her new religion on the new land was 

Christianity. She was told that her god was no more her beloved Allah, who punished the wrong 
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doers, but the Christ, who liberated the sinners by taking their pain upon himself. Salma lives a 

mirrored life – the real and the reflection. Salma breathed beneath the shredded skin of Sally who 

juggled between two job shifts to make her ends meet. The live ambers of her buried self pined 

to go back home. She was full of self-hate and remorse against her ‘dark past’ and “felt like a 

fish out of water… in [the] new land” (Faqir288) where love had no place in relationships. 

Seyhan writes that writings from the diaspora resist “both the temptation for nostalgia and a false 

sense of assimilation” (149). She regrets tarnishing her family honour through her pre-marital 

relationship with Hamdan and consequently abandoning her innocent daughter. The sense of 

remorse is a product of de-territorialization which would never allow her to remain peaceful and 

comfortable. It is evident that Salma could never develop a sense of belongingness to the new 

land. There is an unsuccessful transaction between adoption of a new territory in exchange of the 

old.  

 What is ‘home’ for Salma? Nayar quotes AvtarBrah who writes, “Home is a mythic place 

of desire in the diasporic imagination. In this sense it is a place of no-return, even if it is possible 

to visit the geographical territory that is seen as the place of origin” (192). In the case of Salma, 

home is partly the geographical place of origin that is Hima. But the reason for her return adds a 

new perspective to this concept. Union with home is here union with Layla. While ‘home’ in 

diaspora is constructed by memories, Salma has only been imagining Layla, her calls and cries, 

her face. She describes her thus: 

She was emerald, turquoise encased in silver, Indian silk cascading down from 

rolls, fresh coffee beans ground in an ornate sandalwood pestle and mortar, honey 

and spicy ghee wrapped infreshly baked bread, pure perfume sealed in blue jars, 

rough diamonds, a dew-covered plain in the vast flat open green valley, 

Francoise, a white pearl glistening in her brown and white costume, a balm for 

your wounds, a full moon hidden behind translucent clouds. (Faqir16) 

Salma always expressed a desire to go back to see her daughter who lived in her imagination. 

 Salma’s life with Dr. Robson and their son Imran was a new episode of freshness and 

love. She no more felt like a creepy creature moving about in dark having no shadows. Even this 
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does not stop her from revisiting Hima. As a mother, it is tough for her to decide between her 

two children, but she chooses Layla, as she is convinced that, “Sons are treated better. They can 

fend themselves. Daughters are helpless” (Faqir312). She is aware of the prevalent gender bias 

and hence chooses to travel back and rescue her daughter from the clutches of tribal men.  

 My Name is Salma is also a novel on honour killing. Layla is throwninto the Long well 

by her uncle for being born to Salma. She is punished for no fault of hers. Salma reaches her 

village and learns about Layla’ murder from her mother. As she collapses on the mound she feels 

the stings of her inability to save her daughter. “Standing there covered with sand, arms cut and 

bruised stretched towards the sky, Layla tingled her way back to my heart…. I knelt down and 

embraced her grave. My familiar smell, tender breasts and warm ribcage might reassure her, 

make her feel safe and protected. One day she, ‘the buried one’, might stop crying” (Faqir327). 

Since Salma had not seen her daughter in reality, Layla remains her dream girl. Hence her desire 

of reunion stagnates as an impossible fact. Her physical return does not serve the purpose as 

Salma feels no happiness or fulfillment on arrival. Rather, she risks her own being by exposing 

her true identity during her uncontrollable emotional outburst near the grave. Salma too is shot 

between the eyes. Her reunion is tragic and fruitless. 

 This novel, unlike most other immigrant narratives, allows scope of a return journey and 

the idealized ‘home’ seems unchanged on return. Nothing had changed; the mud houses, the 

Long well, the hills of Hima were all the same. Even the tall-built rifled men, thirsty of women’s 

blood were the same. They held on to old vengeance and ran after women who committed crimes 

of honour and killed them. It is this practice that obstructs the reunion of Salma with her 

daughter.It is probable, in this case that the final reunion of souls happens in the ethereal space. 

Salma’s blood mixes with her own soil, merging the physical with the metaphysical. Nayar 

writes that, “there occurs a certain anxiety of ‘original’ culture and ‘home’. This results in a 

concerted effort at reclamation”(195). Solidarities forged through such reclamations produce 

nomenclatures such as ‘Arab-British’ that signify a dual cultural citizenship. It denotes “an 

identity that is fused, hybrid, straddling and subversively mixing together constructs that can no 

longer be imagined as monolithic” (Hassan 158). However, it is only a survival device as the 

individuals often experience an intense desire to return to the ‘home’ country. Such literature 
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presents a very strong sense of binarism between us/them, home/foreign, here/there, because “the 

immigrant is caught up almost exclusively in the pathos of departure and arrival” (Nayar 196). 

Salma is driven by the haunting vision of her daughter crucified naked, crying out for help. She 

makes up her mind to save Layla risking her own life. She seeks to resolve the conflict of her 

complex motherhood. It is the pull of motherhood that fills the gap between Hima and Exeter. In 

an interview to LindseyMoore, Faqir reveals that she wanted to “emphasize the rupture, the loss 

of her daughter and the tug of her past. I wanted the reader to immerse him or herself in her 

immigrant experience, but simultaneously to recognize the past trauma seeping through the 

present narrative”(4).The novel is a testimony to prove again that however hard an immigrant 

tries, she would never be successful in filling the jar of her life with the flowers of reconnection 

and reunion but only with the desert sands of alienation, loneliness and the bitter past.  
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